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1. Background and methodology

Background information

▪ The corona virus and the measures introduced to combat it, such 

as school closures or reduced social contact, have imposed 

radical changes on the everyday lives of people in Germany since 

the beginning of March. The Ad Alliance study ‘The corona 

pandemic and its influence on everyday life’ looks at how 

individuals have reacted to their altered daily routine in these 

times. 

▪ The first cautious loosening of measures, such as the reopening of 

stores, is already underway, and further steps are likely to follow in 

the weeks ahead.

▪ This study focuses on ‘afterwards’. It examines which of the 

changes that people have made to their everyday routines will 

remain in place ‘after corona’, and how people view their future in 

the long term.

4Source: Ad Alliance 2020 | The future after corona
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1. Background and methodology

Source: Ad Alliance 2020 | The future after corona

What will come, what will disappear

and what will stay?

How do people look back on the recent past, and with what intentions 

do they view the weeks and months of a slightly more distant post-

pandemic future?

Is leisure behaviour likely to change again?

Have shopping motives changed?

What kind of expenditure, whether major or more minor, has been 

postponed? Which products do people nonetheless wish to 

purchase as soon as possible? 

Which current changes to German travel behaviour reflect a post-

corona era and world? 

Has corona brought about a change in people’s appreciation of 

social interaction or sustainability, and how does this impact brand 

communication?
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1. Background and methodology

Study profile

Method:

▪ Survey with the ‘I love MyMedia’ and ‘Love2say’ online access 

panels

Sample:

▪ Adults 18-59 years old 

▪ Sample size: n=977 respondents, representative of the German 

online population in terms of age & sex

Period:

▪ 24.4.- 27.4.202

Source: Ad Alliance 2020 | The future after corona



2. Leisure, media and 

shopping behaviour in 

times of corona



Shopping for larger quantities at the supermarket

Shopping at the supermarket

Shopping at the health & beauty store

Shopping online (not groceries)

Thinking about making more expensive purchases

Grocery shopping online

Shopping at the DIY store

Planning trips/travel69

39

33

39

28

32

21

21

3

12

9

14

13

20

18

29
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2. Leisure, media and shopping behaviour in times of corona

Source: Ad Alliance 2020 | The future after corona

Question: Have you been doing the following things more or less frequently in recent weeks than you did before? Universe: all respondents, n=977.

Since the start of the corona crisis, people have tended to shop at the 

supermarket less often but in larger quantities.

Far less often since corona Far more often since corona

Low 2 Top 2Tendency

Shopping behaviour since corona, figures in % 

= Mean



Shopping for larger quantities at the supermarket

Shopping at the supermarket

Shopping at the health & beauty store

Shopping online (not groceries)

Thinking about making more expensive purchases

Grocery shopping online

Shopping at the DIY store

Planning trips/travel
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2. Leisure, media and shopping behaviour in times of corona

Source: Ad Alliance 2020 | The future after corona
Question 1: Have you been doing the following things more or less frequently in recent weeks than you did before? Universe 1: all respondents, n=977. 
Question 2: And do you intend to change your behaviour once the corona restrictions have been lifted? Universe 2: respondents who have been engaging more frequently in the respective behaviour 
in recent weeks, n=29 - 287.
*Caution, small case number, n<100.

Just half of those who claim they are currently buying larger quantities at 

the supermarket intend to continue doing so after the pandemic.

Intended shopping behaviour after corona, figures in % 

3

12

9

14

13

20

18

29

83*

77

66*

80

75

90

85

50

Doing this more often 

since corona: 

Will continue to do this just as often 

or more often after corona than now: 

Top 2



Catching up on current affairs

Watching TV

Using streaming services (e.g. Netflix, Amazon Prime Video, TVNOW, etc.)

Communicating with friends/family via video calling

Planning or doing a DIY project

Reading books

Reading magazines

Working out28

21

20

14

14

13

6

6

15

24

25

33

41

45

54

71
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2. Leisure, media and shopping behaviour in times of corona

Source: Ad Alliance 2020 | The future after corona

Question: Have you been doing the following things more or less frequently in recent weeks than you did before? Universe: all respondents, n=977.

Interest in current affairs has increased considerably. 

People are watching more TV and making greater use of streaming 

offerings.

Far less often since corona Far more often since corona

Low 2 Top 2Tendency

Leisure behaviour since corona, figures in % 

= Mean



Catching up on current affairs

Watching TV

Using streaming services (e.g. Netflix, Amazon Prime Video, TVNOW, etc.)

Communicating with friends/family via video calling

Planning or doing a DIY project

Reading books

Reading magazines

Working out
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2. Leisure, media and shopping behaviour in times of corona

Source: Ad Alliance 2020 | The future after corona
Question 1: Have you been doing the following things more or less frequently in recent weeks than you did before? Universe  1: all respondents, n=977. 
Question 2: And do you intend to change your behaviour once the corona restrictions have been lifted? Universe 2: respondents who have been engaging more frequently in the respective 
behaviour in recent weeks, n=147 - 689.

Increased media consumption will continue after corona:

Particularly reading of books and magazines - 90% claim they will read more

Intended leisure behaviour after corona, figures in % 

15

24

25

33

41

45

54

71

Doing this more often 

since corona: 

Will continue to do this just as often 

or more often after corona than now: 

90

85

86

77

64

74

67

85

Top 2
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Source: Ad Alliance 2020 | The future after corona
Question 1: Please tick all boxes that apply to you. “In recent weeks since the start of the corona pandemic…? Universe 1: all respondents, n=977.
Question 2: Which of your new subscriptions will you keep once the corona restrictions have been lifted? Universe: Recently signed up for respective 
subscription, n= 208 (streaming), * small case number: n=62 (gaming), n=41 (magazines), n= 24 (newspapers).

One out of five have subscribed to a streaming 

service. 

85% of these, intend to keep subscribing.

…at least one paid newspaper subscription...

…at least one paid magazine subscription...

...at least one paid gaming subscription...

...at least one paid subscription from a streaming service...21

6

4

2

Signed up for subscription Keep subscription

85

79*

71*

58*

New subscriptions during corona and keeping them afterwards, figures in % 

2. Leisure, media and shopping behaviour in times of corona
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2. Leisure, media and shopping behaviour in times of corona

Source: Ad Alliance 2020 | The future after corona

Question: Please tick all the boxes that apply to you. “In recent weeks since the start of the corona pandemic I have…? 

Universe : all respondents, n=977

People have used the time at home to review

their own and new insurance policies.

…cancelled current insurance policies.

…signed up for a new insurance policy.

…found out about new insurance policies.

…checked the insurance policies I have. 15

11

6

4

“In recent weeks, I have...”, figures in % 



I try to shift my shopping to the hours when there are few people in the store.

I always feel a bit uneasy when entering a store.

I'm not sure if I'll be able to cope properly with mandatory use of face masks .

I'm looking forward to mingling with other people again.

I put off going to the shops for as long as possible.

In these times, going to the supermarket is a welcome distraction from my daily routine.

I like spending time at the store

I'm looking forward to my next visit to the supermarket.

I'm concerned about not being able to buy all the products I need.12

19

26

30

31

38

39

40

57
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2. Leisure, media and shopping behaviour in times of corona

Source: Ad Alliance 2020 | The future after corona

Question: Now think about your next shopping trip for groceries: to what extent do you agree with the following statements? Universe: all respondents, n=977.

Grocery shopping has been shifted to off-peak hours as far as possible. 

The joy of being amongst people is accompanied by a slight sense of 

unease.

Top 2

Shopping behaviour in grocery stores, figures in % 



I try to shift my shopping to the hours when there are few people in the store.

I'm not sure if I'll be able to cope properly with mandatory use of face masks .

I always feel a bit uneasy on entering a store.

I put off going to the shops for as long as possible.

I'm looking forward to mingling with other people again.

I like spending time in the store.

In these times, going to the DIY store is a welcome distraction from my daily routine.

I‘m looking forward to my next visit to the DIY store.

I'm concerned about not being able to buy all the products I need.15

23

24

25

28

29

33

35

48

15

2. Leisure, media and shopping behaviour in times of corona

Source: Ad Alliance 2020 | The future after corona

Question: Now think about your next shopping trip to the DIY store: to what extent do you agree with the following statements? Universe: all respondents, n=977.

Neither is shopping at DIY stores currently seen as a welcome change from 

the everyday routine.

- People try to switch to off-peak hours.

Top 2

Shopping behaviour in DIY stores, figures in % 



I try to shift my shopping to the hours when there are few people in the store.

I'm not sure if I'll be able to cope properly with mandatory use of face masks .

I always feel a bit uneasy on entering a store.

I'm concerned about not being able to buy all the products I need.

I put off going to the shops for as long as possible.

I'm looking forward to mingling with other people again.

I like spending time in the store.

In these times, going to the health & beauty store is a welcome distraction from my daily routine.

I‘m looking forward to my next visit to the health & beauty store.24

25

25

26

29

29

34

35

46
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2. Leisure, media and shopping behaviour in times of corona

Source: Ad Alliance 2020 | The future after corona

Question: Now think about your next shopping trip to the health & beauty store: to what extent do you agree with the following statements? Universe: all respondents, n=977.

Compared to shopping at grocery and DIY stores, it’s at health & beauty 

stores that people are most concerned about not being able to get 

everything they need.

12

%

15

%

Top 2

Shopping behaviour in health & beauty stores, figures in % 

Groceries DIY



3. Postponement of

purchases



Above all, I’m refraining from expensive new purchases and just waiting to 

see how things go.

At the moment, I’m very prudent and cautious about spending money on new 

things.

At the moment, I’m only buying essentials.

At the moment, buying new products brings me joy and is a nice distraction.

At the moment, I’m treating myself to a little more luxury.

18

3. Postponement of purchases

Source: Ad Alliance 2020 | The future after corona

Question: To what extent do the following statements apply to you? Universe: all respondents, n=977.

People are currently stopped expensive and luxurious new purchases. 

Opinion is split when it comes to buying consumer goods as a welcome 

distraction.

Statements on spending behaviour, figures in % 

56

32

31

29

26

16

31

36

41

44

Top 2Low 2

= Mean

Tendency



68 Travel and hotel bookings

57 Furniture and home furnishings

48 Sports events/trade fairs/concerts

47 Household appliances

38 Entertainment electronics

33 Passenger cars

25 Jewellery/watches

25 Mobile phone/DSL contracts

21 Financial products

17 Insurance policies

14 Property/real estate
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3. Postponement of purchases

Source: Ad Alliance 2020 | The future after corona 

Question 1: Are there any products, acquisitions or investments the purchase of which you have postponed or decided against in recent weeks?  

Question 2: And what is the nature of the products, acquisitions or investments the purchase of which you have postponed or decided against? Universe 2: respondents who have postponed a purchase, n= 290.

In recent weeks, one out of three have refrained from making a purchase 

that they had actually been planning, with most of them postponing rather 

than ditching the purchase.

30

4

7

9

9

9

11

11

16

20

13

27

10

10

13

12

16

22

27

31

28

44

40Non-purchases, figures in %

Purchase postponed Purchase ditched



Furniture and home furnishings

Travel and hotel books

Household appliances

Sporty events/trade fairs/concerts

Entertainment electronics (games console, TV sets, etc.)

Passenger cars

Jewellery/watches

Financial products (e.g. capital investments, funds, shares)

Mobile phone//DSL contracts

Property/real estate

Insurance policies10

10

12

13

16

22

27

28

31

40

44
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3. Postponement of purchases

Source: Ad Alliance 2020 | The future after corona

Question 1: And what is the nature of the products, acquisitions or investments the purchase of which you have postponed or decided against? Base 1: respondents who have postponed a purchase, n= 290. Question 2: And which of the postponed purchases, acquisitions or investments 

do you plan to make as soon as possible? 

Base 2: respondents who have postponed a purchase in the respective category, n=127 (furniture and furnishing stores), n=117 (travel and hotel bookings), n=90 (household appliances), n=80 (sports events, trade fairs, and concerts), n=78 (entertainment electronics), n=.63 (PKW), n=46 

(jewellery and watches), n= 37(financial products), n=36 (mobile phone/ DSL contracts), n=30 (property/real estate), n=29 (insurance policies). *Caution, small case number n < 100.

The intention in almost all areas is to make any postponed purchase as 

soon as possible. This applies particularly to travel bookings.

31*

43*

67*

49*

26*

56*

54*

54*

54*

73

57

Purchase postponed: Will be realised as soon as possible.

Product purchases postponed due to corona, figures in %



Financial uncertainty

Uncertainty about whether event/trip can take place

Currently buying essentials only

Closed stores

Financial losses due to corona

Fear of reduced working hours 

Fear of losing job

Couldn’t find the right product

Couldn’t find the time to go shopping

21

3. Postponement of purchases

Source: Ad Alliance 2020 | The future after corona 

Question: And which reasons clinched your decision to postpone or ditch one or more of these purchases? Universe: people who have postponed a purchase, n=290.

Planning insecurity and financial uncertainty are the top reasons causing 

people to postpone purchases or ditch them entirely. 

8

16

18

19

44

44

46

47

53

Reasons for non-purchase, figures in %



4. Travel plans
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4. Travel plans after the corona pandemic

Source: Ad Alliance 2020 | The future after corona

Question: Did you book or plan one or more trips before restrictions were applied, which you were unable to take or had to cancel because of the restrictions in place? 

Universe: all respondents , n=977.

More than 50 % of the respondents had booked or planned a trip that had 

to be cancelled because of the corona crisis.

36

22

43

Yes, one or more trips booked.

Yes, one or more trips planned, but 

nothing booked yet.

No, neither planned nor booked                    

a trip.

YES

57

Planned or booked trips, in %



With a tour operator (e.g. TUI, Neckermann, etc.)

With a hotel

Other

Directly with an airline (e.g. Lufthansa, Eurowings, etc.)

With a travel comparison website (e.g. Check24, Ab-in-den-Urlaub.de, Trivago, etc.)

With AirBnB

With an airfare comparison website (e.g. Swoodoo, Opodo, etc.)4

8

18

20

20

24

28

24

Source: Ad Alliance 2020 | The future after corona 

Question: How did you book this trip? Universe: respondents who had booked a trip, n=347.

Booked trips that were not taken were usually booked directly with a tour 

operator or a hotel.

Travel booking for the cancelled trip, in %

4. Travel plans after the corona pandemic
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Source: Ad Alliance 2020 | The future after corona  

Question: What about the costs for this trip? Universe: respondents who had booked a trip , n=347.

While one in three was fully reimbursed for travel expenses, almost one in 

six received a credit note or voucher.

34

9

6
16

35

Full reimbursement of travel 

costs 

Partial reimbursement of travel 

costs. 

Other

No form of reimbursement at all. 

Credit note or voucher instead             

of reimbursement. 

Reimbursement of travel costs, in % 

4. Travel plans after the corona pandemic



66%

26

Source: Ad Alliance 2020 | The future after corona  
Question: Do you intend to make the trip as soon as possible? Universe: respondents, who had booked or 
planned a trip, n=558.

An overwhelming majority would 

like to make the trip as soon as 

possible

4

9

21

29

37

No, definitely not . No, rather not.

I don't know yet. Yes, probably.

Yes, definitely.

Intend to make the trip as soon as possible 

after corona 

Likelihood of making the trip later on, in % 

4. Travel plans after the corona pandemic
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Source: Ad Alliance 2020 | The future after corona 

Question: And how would you most likely make this trip? Universe: respondents who booked or planned a trip and who intend to make it as soon as possible, n=366.

80% plan to make their trip later on, without major changes. Less than one 

in ten want to arrange their trip from scratch. 

80
12

8
Make the same trip as 

originally planned. 

Book a new/completely different trip. 

Make minor changes to 

the trip (e.g. time period, 

accommodation)

Taking the cancelled trip later, in %

4. Travel plans after the corona pandemic
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Source: Ad Alliance 2020 | The future after corona 

Question: Please indicate whether you are now considering the following holiday and travel offerings more or less than before corona. Universe: All respondents, n=977.  

Skiing/winter holidays and cruises are less attractive options when 

planning travel for the time after corona. Trips within Germany & Europe, 

and nature trips, are on top: 

Trips within Germany

Trips to Europe 

City trips 

Holidays in nature (hiking, camping, etc.)

Holidays in a hotel

Long-distance travel outside Europe

Trips by bike

Cruises (river or sea)

Skiing or winter holidays 42

41

31

29

17

18

15

15

9

9

13

18

22

27

32

30

31

41

Considered less Considered more

Low 2 Top 2Tendency

Destinations after corona, in %

= Mean

4. Travel plans after the corona pandemic



1

1

2

2

18

76Private car

Bike

City train/ metro/tram/bus

Aeroplane

ICE/IC/EC

Car sharing1

1

2

5

22

69Private car

Bike

City train/metro/tram/bus

Aeroplane

ICE/IC/EC

Car sharing
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Source: Ad Alliance 2020 | The future after corona 
Question 1: To which of the following means of transport do you attribute the greatest benefit during the corona pandemic?  
Question 2: Which of the following means of transport do you consider especially safe in times of the corona pandemic?
Universe: All respondents, n=977.

In times of the corona pandemic, the greatest benefit as well as the 

greatest feeling of security is attributed to the private car.

Means of transport with the greatest personal 

benefit in times of corona: 

Means of transport with the greatest feeling of 

personal security in times of corona: 

4. Travel plans after the corona pandemic



5. Changing purchase 

behaviour
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5. Changing purchase behaviour

Source: Ad Alliance 2020 | The future after corona

The following questions were always put to 

respondents with the end of the corona pandemic in 

mind.

For this we asked the respondents to give their 

appraisal of the following topics:

Product-selection criteria

Store-selection criteria

Criteria for choosing stores and 

consumer products in the post-

corona period.

“Next we’d like you to join us in looking ahead to a 

possible future after the corona pandemic – a 

world in which all the current restrictions have 

been lifted and the virus has been brought under 

control throughout the world.

Please indicate...”

Text of the question:



When it comes to brands, I look particularly for high 

quality.

I‘m prepared to spend more on good products.

I buy products from my local area if possible.

The price plays the most important role for me when 

selecting products.

I favour products produced in an ecologically sustainable 

way.
28

23

14

15

10

33

43

51

56

55

32

5. Changing purchase behaviour

Source: Ad Alliance 2020 | The future after corona 

Question: Please indicate the extent to which you agree with the following statements on how you choose products. Univers: all respondents, n=977.

Good quality may cost even more after the corona crisis.

56% are prepared to pay more for good products.

Don't agree at all Agree 100%

Low 2 Top 2Tendency

Selection criteria in the post-corona period, figures in %

= Mean



Fresh foods

Friendliness of staff

Proximity to home

Inexpensive products

Short waiting times at the checkouts

Special offers

Large selection of products

High quality of products

Accessibility by car

Food products from  local farmers/tradespeople

Clear store layout

Option of contactless payment

Large retail space

Large car park

Large selection of brand-name products

Organic products

Option of viewing goods online15

16

16

19

20

33

34

36

38

39

40

41

42

42

43

44

56

33

5. Changing purchase behaviour

Source: Ad Alliance 2020 | The future after corona

Question: Which of the following aspects will have become more important for you when choosing which store to shop at when the corona pandemic is over? Universe: all 

respondents, n=977.

For the majority, availability of fresh foods will become more important as a 

criteria when choosing a grocery store after corona. 

Grocery store selection criteria that will become more important after corona, 

figures in %



14

18

20

22

25

26

30

31

33

33

34

34

35

36

36

34

5. Changing purchase behaviour

Source: Ad Alliance 2020 | The future after corona

Question: Which of the following aspects will have become more important for you when choosing which store to shop at when the corona pandemic is over? Universe: all 

respondents, n=977.

Friendliness and competence regarding the staff are the two most 

commonly named criteria that will be more important after corona.

DIY store selection criteria that will become more important after corona, figures 

in %

Friendliness of staff

Staff competence

Accessibility by car

Large selection of products

High quality of products

Special offers

Inexpensive products

Short waiting times at the checkouts

Clear store layout

Proximity to home

Option of contactless payment

Large car park

Large retail space

Option of viewing goods online

Large selection of brand-name products



16

16

18

20

29

31

33

35

35

35

38

39

40

41

35

5. Changing purchase behaviour

Source: Ad Alliance 2020 | The future after corona

Question: Which of the following aspects will have become more important for you when choosing which store to shop at when the corona pandemic is over? Universe: all 

respondents, n=977.

Inexpensive products, special offers and friendliness considering the staff 

will tend to become more important for consumers when deciding between 

health & beauty stores.

Health & beauty store selection criteria that will become more important after 

corona, figures in %

Inexpensive products

Friendliness of staff

Special offers

Large selection of products

Clear store layout

Short waiting times at the checkouts

High quality of products

Proximity to home

Accessibility by car

Option of contactless payment

Large selection of brand-name products

Large retail space

Option of viewing goods online

Large car park



6. Changing values
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6. Changing values

Source: Ad Alliance 2020 | The future after corona

The following questions were always put to 

respondents with the end of the corona pandemic in 

mind.

For this we asked the respondents to give their 

appraisal of the following topics :

Aspects of life

Personal values

Brand responsibility

Future prospects as seen by the 

respondents.

“Next we’d like you to join us in looking ahead to a 

possible future after the corona pandemic – a 

world in which all the current restrictions have 

been lifted and the virus has been brought under 

control throughout the world.

Please indicate...”

Text of the question:



Get-togethers with friends and family

Going to restaurants/cafés/bars

Shopping/looking around at stores

Attending events

Going to the hairdressers

Travelling outside Europe

Travelling within Europe

Going to the cinema/theatre/opera

Going to the gym, swimming pool, etc. 

Seeing work colleagues again

Returning to normal workplace

Going to the beauty parlour

38

6. Changing values

Source: Ad Alliance 2020 | The future after corona

Now look ahead to the future and think about the time when the stricter measures to curb the coronavirus have been lifted: what are you particularly looking forward to? 

Universe: all respondents, n=977.

Almost 75 % are looking forward to spending time with friends and family 

after corona. Shopping features among the top mentions with 46%.

11

19

20

34

39

41

43

44

46

46

66

74

Things looked forward to when corona is over, figures in %



25%

29%

31%

33%

37%

45%

49%

55%

60%

61%

62%

64%

72%

76%

39

6. Changing values

Source: Ad Alliance 2020 | The future after corona

Question 1: Do you think the following aspects of life will be more or less personally important to you once the crisis is over? Universe: all respondents, n=977

Health and job security will become more important in the post-corona 

world, alongside social values, family, friends and partnership

Will become more important:

Top 2

Post-corona aspects of life, figures in %

Being healthy and staying that way

Enjoying life

Being there for the family

Having good friends

Having a secure job

A happy partnership

Social justice

A healthy environment/living sustainably

Helping people who get into difficulty

Enjoying intensive experiences, adventure, excitement

Motivation and commitment

High income

Success at work

Being able to afford a lot



...do things more consciously and appreciate them more.

....spend more time with the family.

...carry on living my life as I did before the corona pandemic.

My everyday life won’t see any lasting changes.

... attach more importance to non-material things than I did in the past.

...do more for others.

...plan things longer in advance.

...reflect less on serious issues.

...worry less about myself.18%

19%

19%

22%

37%

40%

45%

50%

61%

40

6. Changing values

Source: Ad Alliance 2020 | The future after corona

Question: Now think specifically about a time after the corona pandemic and the return to a form of normality. To what extent do you agree with the following statements? 

Universe: all respondents, n=977

A majority of 61% resolve to appreciate and consciously enjoy things more. 

40% say that their daily lives will not undergo any sustained change.

“I will...”

Top 2

Post-corona values, figures in %



I think it‘s good when brands engage with society.

I think it‘s good when brands take a stand.

Brands should take more responsibility for society.

Brands should speak up about social issues.

I look at whether a brand is committed to protecting the 
climate and the environment.

28

24

13

10

9

35

36

54

56

62

41

6. Changing values

Source: Ad Alliance 2020 | The future after corona

Question: Please indicate the extent to which you agree with the following statements. Universe: all respondents, n=977.

The majority of respondents appreciate when brands engage with society, 

take a stand and show social responsibility.

Don't agree at all Agree 100%

Low 2 Top 2Tendency

Brand expectations for a post-corona world, figures in %

= Mean



7. Conclusions



7. Conclusions

Conclusions 1/2

What will remain of people’s behaviour over the last 

few weeks?

▪ Increased interest in current affairs
Interest in information will remain high; no decline in the will to stay 
informed about current affairs.

▪ Heavier media consumption in the long term?
For the most part, the increased consumption of media will continue 
even after corona. There are signs of a levelling up effect for all media; 
media experiencing heavy use in recent weeks won’t fall back to their 
starting level.

▪ Considered and planned shopping
People will take a considered approach to visiting the retail outlet; they 
will choose to shop during off-peak hours and financial uncertainty will 
make for slight restraint when it comes to new purchases.

▪ Postponing purchases
Respondents will want to make the bulk of non-purchases or 
purchases/investments that they postponed recently at the earliest 
possible opportunity.
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7. Conclusions

Conclusions 2/2

How do people see the future?

▪ Travel and transport
People will primarily choose destinations in Germany and Europe in 
the post-corona period. Long-haul trips, skiing holidays and cruises will 
be less in vogue.
The private car is seen by far as the most useful and safest means of 
transport.

▪ Things looked forward to and safety/security
People are not only looking forward to friends and family – many also 
believe that these aspects will become a lot more important alongside 
good health and financial security. 

A tendency is emerging across many areas to reconcile 
enjoyment and joie de vivre with responsibility and 
safety/security. This concerns the personal aspects of life as well 
as things like the purchase at the earliest opportunity of holiday 
trips and products that were originally put on hold; here, safe 
travel and financial security stand vis-à-vis the appetite for 
purchasing goods and travelling.
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The ideas presented here have not been fine-tuned and are subject to all consents on the part 

of the respective broadcasters, brands and/or platform operators of the marketers in question.

Rights of use

Pursuant to applicable copyright law, the material shown in this presentation and the overall 

content thereof are the intellectual property of the marketer Ad Alliance GmbH. 

Any total or partial use, reproduction or dissemination of protected content requires prior written 

approval from the right-holder. 

The marketer Ad Alliance GmbH reserves the right to prosecute under civil and criminal law any 

violation of copyright.

© Ad Alliance GmbH | 2019

Important pointers

!



Ad Alliance GmbH acts in its own name and on account of the respective marketer

IP Deutschland GmbH | Gruner + Jahr GmbH, G+J Electronic Media Sales GmbH | spotX GmbH and/or

SPIEGEL-Verlag Rudolf Augstein GmbH & Co. KG.

The General Terms and Conditions of r Ad Alliance GmbH apply, 

available at www.ad-alliance.de/agb.

Ad Alliance GmbH acts as a service provider for the marketer Media Impact GmbH & Co. KG in the name of and on account of  Media Impact GmbH & Co. KG. 

The General Terms and Conditions of Media Impact GmbH & Co. KG apply, available at: 

www.mediaimpact.de/de/agb, unless otherwise indicated.

https://www.ad-alliance.de/agb
https://www.mediaimpact.de/de/agb/

